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(b. Samarkand, Uzbekistan, Russia, fl 1276) 

mathematics, logic, astronomy. 

Al-Samarquandī was a contemporary of Nasī al-Dīn al-Tūsī (1201–1274) and Qụtb al-Dīn al-Shīrāzī (1236–1311). Al-
Samarqandī was not among the scientists associated with al-Tūsī at the observatory at Marāgha. A noted logician, al-
Samarqandī was best known to mathematicians for his famous tract Kitāb Ashkāl al-ta’sīs (“Book on the Fundamental 
Theorems”). This work of twenty pages, probably composed around 1276, summarizes with their abridged demonstrations 
thirty-five fundamental propositions of Euclid’s geometry. To write this short work, Samarqandī geometry. To write this short 
work. Samarqandī consulted the writings of Ibn al-Haytham, ‘Umar al-Khayyāmī, al-Jawharī, Nasīr al-Dīn al-Tūsī, and Athīr 
al-Dīn al-Abharī. Several mathematicians, notably Qādī Zāda, commented on this work by al-Samarqandī. 

It was chiefly with his book on dialectics that al-Samarqandī became famous. This valuable work, entitled Risāla fī ādāb al-
bạth (“Tract on the Methods of Enquiry”), was the subject of several commentaries. Two other works on logic by al-
Samarqandī are known: Mīzān al-Qustās and Kitāb ‘Ayn al-nazar fi‘ ilm al-jadal. Al-Samarqandī was also interested in 
astronomy. He wrote Al-Tadhkira fi ’l-hay’a (“Synopsis of Astronomy”) and a star calendar for 1276–1277. His Ṣaḥā’if al-
ilāhiyya and his ‘Aqāid are two works on dogmatic theology. 
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